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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers (UC) turned off the customer visibility feature in its customer community. 

What community functionality is impacted by having the customer user visibility turned off? 

A. Searching for the external users. 

B. Updating their user profile. 

C. Creating new customer community users. 

D. Searching for internal users. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which users have access to Opportunity records owned by an external user, assuming no other changes to the sharing
model have been implemented? 

A. The record owner and any user above the external user in the role hierarchy. 

B. The record owner only. 

C. The record owner and any user below the external user in the role hierarchy. 

D. The record owner and all internal users. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers (UC) sales managers are complaining that they cannot access their teams\\' Shipment records (a
custom object). Initially, the admin suggested that this it happening due to misconfigured role hierarchy (Shipment OWD
is Private). Alter investigation, they determined the. role hierarchy for these users is correct. 

What can be the reason why Universal Containers sales managers are not able to see Shipment records? 

A. The Grant Access Using hierarchies option on Shipment Sharing Settings was incorrectly disabled by the Salesforce
admin. 

B. Role hierarchy Implicit sharing was Incorrectly disabled by the Salesforce adman. 

C. Ownership-based sharing rule for Shipment was Incorrectly disabled by the Salesforce admin. 

D. Sales managers have only the Read permission on the 5hipment object and should not be able to edit their team
records. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

Universal Containers has a strict security model enforced through object, field, and row- based security mechanisms.
The Architect would like to ensure the security model is being thoroughly tested using Apex automated tests. Which
three considerations should be made when using the runAs() method to design Apex until tests? 

A. runAs() does not enforce user permissions or field-level permissions in test classes 

B. runAs() can be used inside of test classes to validate record-level security 

C. runAs() can be used inside of test classes to validate field-level permissions 

D. runAs() can be used outside of test classes to bypass record-level security 

E. runAs () counts towards total DML statements issued within transaction 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Container has a set of Account management users that should only see accounts once the account becomes
a customer. The type field on the Account identifies whether the account is a prospect, customer, partner, or other.
Which two methods could an Architect use to enable this sharing requirement, assuming a private sharing model for
accounts? Choose two: 

A. Create a public list view, where accounts of type customer are included and share the list view with account
management public group 

B. Institute a business process that calls for the account manager to be added to the account team once the account
becomes a customer 

C. Create an account sharing rule that shares all accounts owned by sales to be shared with account management roles
and subordinates 

D. Create a criteria-based sharing rule that shares the account to the account management group when the type is
customer 

Correct Answer: BD 
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